BUILDING BIG MOMENTS
Magic can be planned. Exceptional pavilions get people talking – and some pavilions become the topic of conversation themselves. In close collaboration with clients and creative partners, NUSSLI Adunic constructs pavilion and exhibition structures with stunning architecture.
PREMIUM PAVILIONS
FOR MAJOR EVENTS

Pavilions from NUSSLI Adunic are magnificent in every size and shape. They are temporary buildings, with a timeless charm, that impress and adapt to any purpose. We build inviting country pavilions all over the world. As reliable as a Swiss watch; sustainable and economical.
Country Pavilions/Hospitality Houses

Bringing the World Closer to People

To get the world to notice you at an event, you need more than just an original idea and a compelling concept. Our experience, from innumerable projects at expos, world fairs, and major international events, allows us to create unforgettable moments anywhere in the world, in collaboration with reliable service providers.
Samsung Galaxy Satellite Studio, Sochi

Coca-Cola Beatbox, London
Sponsor Pavilions

On the Pulse of the Event

Major sporting and cultural events are the perfect stage for sponsor pavilions and the ideal opportunity for offering your target audience an instant brand experience. Wherever your brand experience is to take place – NUSSLI Adunic is practically right at home at the event site thanks to its international network.

BMW Group Sponsor Pavilion, London
Corporate Pavilions

A Commanding Presence at Major Events

Corporate pavilions are the ideal platform for cultural, political, sporting, or promotional events. Use a premium event pavilion from NUSSLI Adunic for your major appearance. Spectacular presentations promote your products and engaging conversations in the information pavilion inspire campaigns.
Mobile Pavilions

Moving Roadshows

«Pavilions on the Road» are part of the time. They can be used flexibly and their costs are straightforward. Here today, there tomorrow – they make use of the extraordinary location and the direct dialog with your target group for unforgettable brand moments.
NUSSLI ADUNIC — FOR WINNING PROJECTS

We love the power of ideas and make them visible in one-of-a-kind productions. With the merger of the two leading companies, NUSSLI and Adunic, in the premium segment for temporary buildings, we have consolidated one-of-a-kind know-how under our company roof.
Well-Thought-Out Precision Work

NUSSLI Adunic also makes the seemingly impossible possible. With decades of expo experience and know-how from over 75 years of temporary construction, we are the top name in the industry. As a turnkey solutions provider for the entire project or parts of it, we guarantee that we will hand over the pavilion ready-to-use on the agreed upon deadline.

With us, you get a solutions partner who not only gets your ingenious ideas, but also pursues and improves upon them – subsequently implementing them with a passion to your advantage. Through collaborative, creative exchanges, we can create unique things that the world has not yet seen.
THE NUSSLI GROUP IS A WORLDWIDE HALLMARK

Temporary building is in our genes. Since 1941, we have constantly set new standards for temporary and modular structures for sports, cultural, and business events. Our extensive know-how is distributed strategically across five highly specialized business units.

NUSSLI Adunic AG
Pavilions
nussli-adunic.com

NUSSLI Ambrosius AG
Trade Fair Booths
nussli-ambrosius.com

NUSSLI Event Structures AG
Grandstands, Stadia, Arenas, Stages, Event Structures
nussli-structures.com

NUSSLI Interiors AG
Exhibitions and Museums, Carpentry, Metal Construction
nussli-interiors.com

NUSSLI Special Projects AG
Event Halls, Overlay, Timber Construction
nussli-specials.com
NUSSLI ADUNIC SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE

Based in Switzerland and represented all over the world via the network of the NUSSLI Group.

Headquarters
NUSSLI Adunic AG
Hauptstrasse 36
8536 Hüttwilen
+41 52 748 22 11
info@nussli-adunic.com

Office Frauenfeld
NUSSLI Adunic AG
Hungrübelsee 12
8500 Frauenfeld
+41 52 557 98 00
info@nussli-adunic.com

nussli-adunic.com
If you can dream it, you can do it.

Walt Disney